DIRECTIONS

Tampa, FL
5110 Sunforest Drive, Suite 300
Tampa, FL 33634

Please note: Our physical address has changed; L&E Research is still in the same building. Our address was 5110 Eisenhower Blvd; it is now 5110 Sunforest Dr. (Private Blue Sign). Some apps are not updated, if your directions do not include Eisenhower Blvd, (this is the service road leading to Sunforest Dr.), then, those directions are incorrect. If you have any questions please call our office 813-443-8209.

FROM TAMPA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

• Head northeast on George J Bean Pkwy.
• Take the Florida 589 Toll N/Veterans Expwy. ramp to Florida 60 W/Clearwater
• Keep right at the fork, follow signs for Florida 589 Toll N/Veterans Expressway
• Take exit 3 for Memorial Hwy.
• Once road goes down to two lanes, get in left lane. This is now North Eisenhower Blvd.
• Take left U-Turn indicated by sign for South Eisenhower Blvd.
• This goes under Veterans Expressway. Get immediately into far right lane. (left lane is entrance to Veterans)
• Go about 50 yards on South Eisenhower Blvd. Turn right into the office complex; the sign at the entrance will say Westly Park, SunForest I and SunForest II.
• Follow the street around to SunForest II; we are in the first building on your right.

FROM ST. PETERSBURG

• Travel east on the Howard Franklin Bridge to Veterans Expressway Exit 39
• Continue following the signs to the Veterans Expressway
• Once on the Veterans Expressway take Exit 4 Hillsborough Ave.
• The automatic toll is by Sunpass. If you do not have Sunpass, the charge will be mailed to you. Go about 100 yards and make an immediate left U-turn which will take you back under the Veterans Expressway.
• This is South Eisenhower Blvd. Get in far right lane. Go about 50 yards and turn right into the office complex.
• The sign at the entrance will say “Westly Park, SunForest I and SunForest II”. Follow the street around to SunForest II, which is the first building on your right.
Please note: Our physical address has changed; L&E Research is still in the same building. Our address was 5110 Eisenhower Blvd; it is now 5110 Sunforest Dr. (Private Blue Sign). Some apps are not updated, if your directions do not include Eisenhower Blvd, (this is the service road leading to Sunforest Dr.), then, those directions are incorrect. If you have any questions please call our office 813-443-8209.

FROM THE NORTH USING THE VETERANS EXPRESSWAY TRAVELING SOUTH

- Travel south on the Veterans Expressway to Exit 4 Hillsborough Ave.
- Go straight through the light crossing Hillsborough Ave.
- After crossing Hillsborough Ave, you will be on Eisenhower Blvd. Stay in the extreme right lane
- Go about 50 yards and turn right into the office complex
- The sign at the entrance will say “Westly Park, Sunforest I and Sunforest II”
- Follow the street around to Sunforest II, which is the first building on your right

FROM DALE MABRY HIGHWAY

- Follow Hillsborough Ave. westbound, going under the Veterans Expressway
- Turn left onto South Eisenhower Blvd.
- Immediately get in extreme right lane since the left lane is access to southbound Toll Rd.589/Veterans Expressway.
- Go about 50 yards and turn right into the office complex.
- The sign at the entrance will say “Westly Park, SunForest I and SunForest II”. Follow the street around to SunForest II, which is the first building on your right.

TRAVELING EASTBOUND ON HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

- Follow Hillsborough Ave. eastbound towards the Veterans Expressway
- Just before the Veterans Expressway turn right onto Eisenhower Blvd.
- Stay in the extreme right lane
- Go about 50 yards and turn right into the office complex
- The sign at the entrance will say “Westly Park, Sunforest I and Sunforest II”
- Follow the street around to Sunforest II, which is the first building on your right
FROM CLEARWATER

- Travel east on the Courtney Campbell Causeway (HWY 60) and follow the signs to the Veterans Expressway; it will exit to the left
- Continue to follow the signs for the Veterans Expressway
- Once on the Veterans Expressway, take Exit 4 Hillsborough Ave.
- The automatic toll is by Sunpass. If you do not have Sunpass, the charge will be mailed to you. Go about 100 yards and make an immediate left U-turn which will take you back under the Veterans Expressway.
- This is South Eisenhower Blvd. Get in far right lane. Go about 50 yards and turn right into the office complex.
- The sign at the entrance will say “Westly Park, SunForest I and SunForest II”. Follow the street around to SunForest II, which is the first building on your right.

FROM KENNEDY BLVD.

- Take Kennedy Blvd toward Veterans Expressway. Kennedy Blvd will turn off to left. Keep going straight onto Veterans Expressway.
- Follow Veterans Expressway signs to Hillsborough Exit 4. Make a U-Turn under the Expressway, turning onto South Eisenhower Blvd. and get immediately into far right lane (left lane accesses southbound Veterans Expressway)
- Go about 50 yards and turn right into the office complex.
- The sign at the entrance will say “Westly Park, SunForest I and SunForest II”. Follow the street around to SunForest II, which is the first building on your right.

The building’s security system locks the building after 6:30 pm. If the door is locked, there is an L&E Research “buzzer” on the wall to your left. Press it and one of our Hostesses will immediately let you in.